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Improving corporate tax policies in the EU
Aggressive corporate tax practices covering the Member States and extending beyond the
European Union (EU) have been extensively described and assessed over the past year. Measures
to address and remedy the situation are on the agendas of Member States and the EU alike.

Building on the findings of scrutinising aggressive corporate tax practices
Aggressive tax planning to reduce companies' tax bills was put in the spotlight in autumn 2014 (Luxleaks).
This resulted in increased public and political attention to harmful corporate tax practices (collectively
referred to as 'base erosion and profit-shifting techniques'). The TAXE Special Committee of the European
Parliament was set up to scrutinise corporate tax practices aimed at attracting non-resident firms or
transactions and/or measures aimed at privileging only some companies at the expense of other tax
jurisdictions and taxpayers. Its report was adopted by the Parliament in plenary on 26 November 2015.
The Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee (ECON) has prepared a legislative own-initiative report on
'Bringing transparency, coordination and convergence to Corporate Tax policies in the Union'. As regards the
extent of the cost of aggressive tax planning in the EU, its estimates of annual revenue losses range from
€50-70 billion and to €160-190 billion, as calculated in a 2015 research study prepared for ECON. The report
was prepared by co-rapporteurs Luděk Niedermayer (EPP, Czech Republic) and Anneliese Dodds (S&D, UK).

Recommendations to tackle aggressive corporate tax practices
The report sets out 24 legislative recommendations to address this situation, relating to transparency,
coordination and convergence. The need for coordination and convergence derive from the fact that
Member States have power to legislate on corporate taxation, which often has cross-border and global
impacts. The report calls on the Commission to present a number of proposals and improvements. The
Committee's recommendations include, in particular:
 'country-by-country reporting', based on the OECD BEPS template (for reporting to administrations), taking

account of the results of the Commission's consultation and Parliament's position on public reporting;
 effective protection of whistle-blowers;
 a 'fair tax payer' label linked with corporate social responsibility, a common European definition of tax

havens and setting principles for tax amnesties and tax forgiveness schemes;
 mandatory notification of new tax measures as well as broader automatic exchange of information on tax

rulings by Member States to other Member States and the Commission, the possibility to oblige tax
advisors to disclose certain tax schemes to national tax authorities;

 a harmonised methodology to calculate the scale of corporate taxation lost, increased transparency of
customs-free ports, improving Member States' coordination on tax controls and the introduction of a
common European tax identification number;

 a common corporate tax base (CCTB) is accepted as a first-step measure with a temporary exemption for
SMEs, to be followed by 'consolidation' (CCCTB), together with a general anti-abuse rule, and reform of
the 'corporate taxation code of conduct' group;

 measures to ensure that profits are taxed where they are generated;
 the development of counter-measures and sanctions for those using aggressive tax measures, the

improvement of cross-border taxation dispute resolution, and the introduction of a withholding tax or
similar measure to stop profits from leaving the EU untaxed.

A legislative-initiative report under Article 225 TFEU makes recommendations to the European Commission,
which has to provide answers to Parliament within three months of the resolution's adoption in plenary.
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